Interface Carpet Tile Specification

Carpet tile to be Interface branded, textured loop pile construction. Colour, texture and pattern are tufted into each tile. The carpet tile is constructed to be ‘unzipped’ so that fibre and backing can be recycled. Tufted pattern in each carpet tile is to be of random design and be dye batch mergeable.

Carpet tile is warranted for 15 years against excessive wear and manufacturing defects, electrostatic propensity, dimension stability and castor chairs.

Yarn System is 100% solution dyed nylon and contains (on average) recycled content in excess of 25% to 50% depending on yarn system used. Backing System contains (on average) recycled content in excess of 50%. Carpet tile contains post-consumer recycled content.

Carpet tile contains lifetime anti-microbial properties.

Carpet tile is certified ‘climate neutral’ by acknowledged third party verification (SBS) for the entire life cycle of the carpet tile. The carpet tile contains both Environmental Choice Certification & Green Tag Gold+ certification. Carpet tile provides maximum points available under the NZGBC Greenstar tools.

INZIDE Commercial will take back carpet tile at the end of its life and recycle into new tile or find a re-use opportunity for it. If recycling is specified of the existing PVC backed carpet tile then The INZIDE commercial agent must be given access to the floor plates prior to demolition starting and be given 1 day per 1,000m2 prior to demolition to remove the carpet tile so that it is not contaminated by any demolition works. Contact INZIDE
Commercial on 0800-800-656 directly for recycling queries or to alert INZIDE of the recycling opportunity.

**Installation Specification Interface Carpet Tile**

Ensure that the Sub-Floor is clean, level, smooth & dry. If it is a raised access floor then the raised floor panels must be locked together tightly.

Inter-Tac adhesive (spread method using approximately 12m2 per litre of adhesive) or Tac Tiles (only available from INZIDE Commercial – 0800-800-656) must be used for this installation.

Carpet tile shall be installed by qualified contractors in accordance with InterfaceFLOR’s installation manual (March 2012 edition – available on [www.inzide.co.nz/documents&warranties](http://www.inzide.co.nz/documents&warranties)) and as directed by AS/NZS 2455.2:2007 (Standard for installation practices of carpet tile) published by Standards N.Z. If for any reason the installation manual and the standard are in conflict, the standard should always be used.